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Abstract: Digitalization is widely recognized as a transformative power for sustainable development.
Careful alignment of progress made by digitalization with the globally acknowledged Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) is crucial for inclusive and holistic sustainable development in the digital
era. However, limited reference has been made in SDGs about harnessing the opportunities offered
by digitalization capabilities. Moreover, research on inhibiting or enabling effects of digitalization
considering its multi-faceted interlinkages with the SDGs and their targets is fragmented. There are
only limited instances in the literature examining and categorizing the impact of digitalization on
sustainable development. To overcome this gap, this paper introduces a new Digitainability Assess-
ment Framework (DAF) for context-aware practical assessment of the impact of the digitalization
intervention on the SDGs. The DAF facilitates in-depth assessment of the many diverse technical,
social, ethical, and environmental aspects of a digital intervention by systematically examining its
impact on the SDG indicators. Our approach draws on and adapts concepts of the Theory of Change
(ToC). The DAF should support developers, users as well policymakers by providing a 360-degree
perspective on the impact of digital services or products, as well as providing hints for its possible
improvement. We demonstrate the application of the DAF with the three test case studies illustrating
how it supports in providing a holistic view of the relation between digitalization and SDGs.

Keywords: digitalization; sustainable digitalization; artificial intelligence; sustainable development;
SDGs; Assessment Framework; mindful; digital age; digitainability

1. Introduction

The UN Agenda 2030 [1] calls for inclusive action towards sustainable development,
covering a broad spectrum of areas ranging from poverty eradication and universal health
protection to environmental conservation and peacebuilding. The 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) and their respective targets, along with particular indicators, require
timely monitoring and reporting of the progress in member states of the UN. The frame of
232 indicators developed by the Inter-Agency Expert Group (IAEG) helps measure progress
towards the achievement of the SDGs. Accelerating progress towards SDGs is urgently
required, augmenting the need for data-driven systemic and context-inclusive approaches
to nudge on-ground development. An influential role is played by digitalization, and
particularly artificial intelligence (AI) [2]. As Tegmark [3] puts it, “the more intelligent and
powerful machines get, the more important it becomes that their goals are aligned with
ours”, which in our context would rather be the SDGs. Digitalization encapsulates the
individual, organizational, and societal transformation triggered by mass adoption of algo-
rithm and data-driven interventions that generate, process, and transfer information [4–6],
drawing from a very diverse set of methodologies and technologies [7,8]. It is essential to
explore in detail whether and to what extent the opportunities offered by the digitalization
interventions (DIs) can be aligned with mindfulness for sustainable development upon
particular attention to the achievement of the goals mentioned in the 2030 Agenda [9].
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With mindful use of digitalization, we are referring to the capability to be aware of
where we are in the digitalization development process and how we plan to utilize it
further, considering it in a comprehensive sustainability context. This protects us from
being overwhelmed by uncritical optimism on the one hand or by systematic pessimism
on the other hand, but rather be more rooted in the explicit contexts for sustainable de-
velopment. To find the context-driven on-ground function of technology for SDG at the
target or indicator level, it is essential that we explicitly comprehend why it is used, what
problem it is addressing, who is responsible for action, when is it that the DI offers the
desired results and how is it working in reality. The debate about the benefits and risks of
utilizing digitalization to support progress towards sustainability has started but remains
fragmented [10,11]. Numerous entanglements and contexts remain poorly understood,
thus demanding further research towards the mindful use of digitalization.

Several studies have indicated that the DIs collect and utilize diverse amounts of
resources, which might not necessarily benefit SDGs as a whole [10–12]. Trade-offs con-
cerning social and environmental sustainability are discussed more broadly [13]. Various
frameworks and analytical methods were developed to assess the acceptance and applica-
tions of technologies in specific domains and contexts. These tools, qualitative as well as
quantitative, can be utilized for predicting the usefulness of technologies across industries
and development areas [14]. There also exist some modified versions of the frameworks
as mentioned earlier to assess the usability of the technologies under particular condi-
tions incorporating broader sustainability contexts [15]. However, these frameworks are
fragmented in their approach to analyzing in isolation considering certain SDG(s) and are
domain-specific, thus limiting the understanding of the impacts digitalization offers for
SDGs and their indicators [10,12]. This fragmented understanding may lead to gaps in
knowledge about the DI’s application and an ill-defined prioritization, eroding the holistic
aspiration and enactment of the Agenda 2030. In order to transition from the present
fragmented knowledge to more holistic evidence about the impact of digitalization for
sustainable development , the question of how to systematically assess the impact of DI for
SDGs as a whole is the main focus in this article. For this purpose, the paper introduces
the Digitainability Assessment Framework (DAF), which maps the impact of a DI on SDG
indicators. The inclusive framework garners information about a DI, contexts, process,
outcome to reflect the overall impact on the SDGs. The SDG indicator framework [16]
offers an internationally agreed structure for the assessment of the sustainability of the DI.
Realizing what follows when the DI is brought to practice, e.g., intervention or service is
“rolled out” with stakeholders, is vital to address implementation challenges and align it
for the advancement of the SDGs. The alignment of the DI with SDGs also renders a more
sustainable DI [17]. The DAF should help to guide this alignment.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, three essential dimensions are dis-
cussed that need to be taken into account in a comprehensive assessment of the sustainabil-
ity of the DIs (digitainability assessment), namely, first the synergies and trade-offs between
the SDGs, second the context dependency, and third the stakeholder structures. Taking
into account these considerations, Section 3 introduces the DAF. The paper then presents
the results obtained by the operationalization of the DAF for three test case studies on the
diverse DIs in Section 4, namely, spatial optimization for the systematic deployment of
citizen-driven air quality monitoring networks, blockchain for healthcare service delivery,
and remote sensing-based machine learning approaches for disaster risk management and
planning. Finally, the discussion concerning considerations and limitations is presented in
Section 5, followed by the conclusions and outlook in Section 6.

2. Critical Dimensions for Digitainability Assessment

Digitalization is generally regarded as an essential element for driving sustainable
transformations [18]. There has been rapid adoption of digital technologies as a versatile,
complex, and powerful resource capable of performing specific tasks requiring a vast
amount of human capacity [19]. Despite several constraints in different circumstances,
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there is a growing moment in leveraging the DI for addressing matters related to the SDGs
and their targets [20]. A couple of recent studies focused on charting the contribution of the
DI for monitoring SDGs indicators within stand-alone “for good” projects in a particular
domain [21,22], rather than to also identify the counterproductive effects of digitalization
capacities for addressing the complicated challenges of Agenda 2030 [20]. Only a limited
effort was devoted to exploring the relationship between the DI and SDGs as a whole [23].
The significance of our work lies in the framework whose purpose is to help in evidencing
the impact of DIs in an integrated and consistent manner for SDGs. Further, it helps
identify knowledge gaps hindering the mindful use of the power of digitalization for
sustainable development.

When assessing the impact of the DI for sustainability, we cannot treat it as a tool
or process acting independently of its environment. In this section, we will discuss three
specific dimensions, which a comprehensive assessment always needs to consider. First,
the intrinsic complexity of the SDG framework with its synergies, but also trade-offs, needs
to be taken into account. The DI may support certain indicators while simultaneously being
at odds with others. The second one is the context dependency. A given DI may have a
different impact in industrialized and in non-industrialized context. The third one is the
stakeholder structure. Depending on the intentions and preferences of the stakeholders
(providers, users, etc.), the DI may work out differently. In the following, these three
essential dimensions are considered in more detail.

2.1. Synergies and Trade-Offs between SDGs

In order to make progress in SDGs, it is crucial to acknowledge the dynamic relations
between the indicators of the goals in terms of their potential interactions, both across and
within each SDG [24,25]. Progress will significantly depend on utilizing the synergies while
addressing the potential trade-offs. Adshead et al. [26] pointed out that the infrastructure
intended for delivering SDGs, as well as the potential trade-offs between indicators, are
important dimensions to be considered when making investment and policy intervention
decisions, asserting the findings of Schroeder et al. [27], especially in the context of the
environment, society, and human health.

There is extensive research exploring synergies and trade-offs between SDGs [28–33].
In particular, Pradhan et al. [34] explored the synergies and trade-offs between SDGs
indicators in 227 countries, classifying the goals considering their interactions; however,
the interactions are identified based on the correlation among indicator level data, not
implying causality. Scherer et al. [35] investigated the interactions between SDGs 1, 6,
10, 13, and 15, arguing that social goals usually lead to increase environmental impacts.
Mainali et al. [36] explored interaction amid the SDGs 1, 2, 6, and 7 in South Asia and
Sub-Saharan Africa context, suggesting that potential synergies and trade-offs among the
SDGs vary depending on multiple aspects such as geographical conditions, infrastruc-
ture, and the policy measures. Nerini et al. [30] measured the water–energy–food nexus
(SDG 2, 6, 12), identifying tensions concerning SDG 7 (for example, energy access), and
stressed the need for careful planning of complex energy systems underpinning long term
development processes. von Stechow et al. [37] investigated the trade-offs between Cli-
mate Action (SDG13) and the rest of SDGs, suggesting that curbing energy demand is
crucial across the goals. However, the characterization of how digitalization influences
SDG interactions is not well documented yet. Consideration about the interface between
social, ethical, environmental, and technical effects of the DI also needs to be understood
while approaching sustainability, particularly considering the rebound effects, as already
pointed out by Jevons in 1865 when addressing paradoxically increased consumption and
offset savings [38]. Nishant et al. [39] also discussed the increase in total consumption of
limited resources, even when considering environmentally effective systems.

Thus, it is crucial to understand the cascading impacts caused by digitalization over
already discussed trade-offs like negative digital and ecological footprint, environmental
impacts, climate crisis, pollution, social tensions, and inequalities together with non-
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resilient and fragmented practices towards sustainability [40–42]. It is essential to uncover
how spillover effects and indirect impacts hinder the realization of several SDGs in the
long- and short term [43], which might not be obvious when taking action. To address these
concerns, contextual awareness is a crucial dimension [44–46]. The research mentioned
above builds an important basis for the DAF to be introduced in the paper.

2.2. Context Dependency

To understand the impact of the DIs, the awareness of the context is essential for
striking the right balance between protecting the essential dimension of sustainability and
implementing practices fostering holistic sustainable development. As an example, the
impact of innovative technologies and data sources such as satellite images in the context
of climate change may have lesser ethical risks than compared to other data sources and
domains such as in healthcare and public safety domain, where personal data plays a crucial
role [47]. Moreover, the impact of technologies in developed countries vs. developing or
low-income countries varies in their level of adoption, local governance priorities, level of
acceptance, energy demands, culture, infrastructure, and other particular local aspects [36].
Digitalization might be helpful to amplify scientific discovery and governance towards
shedding light on the multifaceted SDGs interlinkages, and their cascading impacts [48–50].

Extant studies do not yet provide or add up to a systematic mapping of the impact of
digitalization on SDGs. The relevance of context to demonstrate how or why the specific DI
outcomes can be realized and how it might lead to certain synergy and tradeoffs between
other targets/indicators of SDGs or limit the generalizability of intervention to different
settings or circumstances is fundamental. A DI facilitates us in what we aim to achieve,
whereas the context accounts for the specific outcomes [51,52]. The relevance of the context
in using the DIs for particular objectives is usually reflected with the help of theories,
frameworks, and taxonomies that are useful in exploring the inhibiting and enabling
aspects of various potential outcomes [53]. In the literature, methods such as Theory of
Change (ToC) [54] and Theory of Acceptance (ToA) [55] seem to cover context as one
of determinants. Terms such as “context,” “setup,” and “environment” were often used
synonymously in the reference of technology implementation and related domains [56].
The context-aware assessment about the role of a DI for SDG indicators with the capability
to acknowledge the complexities of the SDGs has yet to be developed [57,58], highlighting
the need for systemic and context-aware approaches to utilize digitalization mindfully for
SDG progress.

2.3. Multi-Stakeholder Structure

Understanding the complex role digitalization can have on the interaction of SDGs,
and the context that frames the role it can have for the SDGs, will require multi-stakeholder
involvement to systematically exploit the DIs for the progress of the SDGs and beyond.
Measuring timely progress on how well the intervention satisfies the key stakeholders of
their requirements is vital [59]. A lack of integrated and collective approaches leads to
SDG implementation being isolated projects with little or no impact [60]. It is crucial that
sustainable development being prioritized and seen as a core value, where trust-building
was considered necessary [61]. Krellenberg et al. [62] stress that the SDGs suffer from
insufficient ambition and that they compete or overlap with other local context-driven
actions. Köhler et al. [63] highlighted the role of the DIs, and policy alone could not facilitate
easy transformations to sustainability. Further elements such as coherent strategy, enablers,
regulation, and competencies are required [64]. Socio-technical aspects linked to hindrance
in a DI adoption, widening digital divide, and lack of trust in machine-driven approaches
need to be revisited in the specific contexts for sustainable development with the DIs [40].
To identify further the potential enablers, the role of grassroots and civil society is critical
but explored sparsely [65].

Insights concerning the DIs acceptance and creating public awareness for initiating
collective actions towards SDGs are also little [66]. Consideration of social factors such as
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local context, reluctance in technology application, and awareness is crucial for inclusive
action [41]. Recent literature recognizes the relevance of encouraging multi-stakeholders
participation and collaboration among key actors to support pathways of sustainable de-
velopment with digitalization [67–69]. However, the unclear roles and responsibilities and
silo-based inertia lead to a lack of integrity in the implementation process for SDGs [68,70].
Existing implementation practices are limited in the transformative power and strategic
abilities [60], which hinders the overall implication of digitalization for SDGs. Literature
also stresses the lack of tools and guides for reporting and imbalanced alignment among
corporate strategies, policies, and scientific outlook, leading to counterproductive outcomes
for digitalization and sustainable development [71,72]. The available literature, although
still fragmented, shows the importance of the consideration of the stakeholder structure in
the assessment.

The synergy and trade-off interrelations between the SDGs, the context dependency,
and the stakeholder structure form three critical dimensions for a thorough assessment
of the impact of digitalization on sustainable development. Fortunately, as shown in this
section, a considerable body of research is already available. It will put us in a position to
formulate the Digitainability Assessment Framework (DAF) in the next section.

3. Digitainability Assessment Framework (DAF)

The central idea of the DAF is to systematically examine the impact of a DI on the
indicators underpinning the SDGs. In doing so, the DAF draws from and adapts concepts of
Theory of Change (ToC), which represent a mapping of causal pathways between changes
that have taken place and the activities the transformation processes undertake, track
changes, and demonstrate impacts [73,74]. It is important to mention at this point that the
ToC is referring to the impact on (“change” for) the SDG indicators and not on possible
improvements (“change”) of the DI. In this sense, the scope of the DAF is primarily an
assessment of the impact of DI on sustainable development and not on the improvement of
the DI. While the assessment often may give valuable hints for improvement, its systematic
investigation and realization are beyond the scope of the DAF.

The ToC as an approach in itself is not a unique defined theory but rather a set of
rules allowing for goal-oriented planning, suitable for identifying and simplifying the
complexity, reflecting on the enabling and inhibitory potential change process brought by
the DIs. ToC concepts are widely recognized as a practice-oriented approach and is not a
fixed methodology. It allows flexibility to work according to the needs. However, there
are consensus about the basic elements that constitute ToC (discussed in the following
section). Application of ToC as a methodology has been successfully used for testing and
validation of two long-standing areas: program theories and development practices [75].
Considering the flexibility ToC offers to different circumstances and adaptable to the differ-
ent contexts, we believe ToC could guide the assessment of DI considering the planning
and implementation activities. Therefore, in the DAF, we are embedding ToC elements to
combine practitioner’s perspectives not for the evaluation/improvement of DI in itself but
rather for the assessment of the impact of the DI on SDGs with the scientifically backed
evidence [76,77]. Recently, Li and Thomas [78] also proposed the application of ToC as
a methodology and a process to measure the impact of ICT technologies; however, their
focus was not on sustainable development.

Typically, the ToC approach is composed of five key parts: Inputs, Activities, Outputs,
Outcomes, and Impact [79]. They allow for a combination of quantitative and qualitative
criteria for the explanation of the change process [80], and could capture multiple aspects
of change, including social, governance, and security perspectives [81]. In applying ToC,
appropriate boundaries, scope, and level of complexity are essential [82]. We adapt the ToC
concept with a specific focus on the SDGs and a DI for the DAF development. Notably,
the adaptations are made in the DAF to capture the ways how the causal linkages are
considered between the role of DI and SDG indicators anticipating the particular context
and impact types. These adaptations also help capture the multi-level changes brought
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by a DI, which could be mapped—as the “impact pathway”—presenting each impact in
logical connection to all the relevant SDG indicators and the plausible convergence of
crucial information.

We map the ToC parts into the DAF segments, as follows:

• Digitalization Intervention (containing ToC parts Input and Activities).
• Purpose (Outputs and Outcomes).
• Impact (including desired as well as undesired impact).

The three DAF segments are described in detail in the following subsections. When
executed together in sequential order, they allow for determining the relevance and impact
of a DI on SDGs at the indicator level. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the DAF. In the
following subsections, each segment and associated elements are described.

Figure 1. Digitainability Assessment Framework (DAF) overview.

3.1. Digitalization Intervention

The first segment of the DAF requires context-based information about a DI under
consideration. It contains the following elements:

(a) Description;
(b) Measure;
(c) Actors;
(d) Target group;
(e) Comments.
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The first four elements capture the basic description of the intervention, measure it
will focus, along with the owner or primary actor of the intervention, and finally the target
group which a DI is serving, respectively. The fifth element of the segment (Comments)
provides scope to integrate information that might be relevant and not covered in the pre-
ceding elements. Overall, the Digitalization intervention segment aims to gain the necessary
information required to answer the questions:

1. What is a DI taken by the actor to bring change in the context of the SDGs?
2. What is the context within which the intervention is taking place?
3. Who are the initiators, and who are the intended receivers (e.g., governmental body,

industry, NGO, international organization, public)?

3.2. Purpose

In the second segment of the DAF, information concerning:

(a) Narrative: defines the intended outcome from the DI.
(b) Envisaged SDG targets and indicators.
(c) Comments.

While the first element contains a narrative with some context about the intended
effects of the intervention, the second element maps the narrative into the SDG targets and
indicator framework [16]. As in the previous segment, the third element provides scope to
integrate information that might be relevant and not covered in the preceding elements.
Overall, the Purpose segment aims to gain the necessary information required to answer the
questions:

1. What is the purpose of the DI (narrative)?
2. What are the targeted SDG indicators to be influenced by the DI?

3.3. Impact

This segment seeks information about the eventual impact of the DI beyond the
envisaged Purpose (Segment 2). In the Impact segment, the user examines all the SDG
indicators and evaluates the impact of the DI with respect to the indicator. We define the
Impact types described below. Furthermore, for the assignment, we define three possible
Levels of Evidence to back the claim. They are also defined below. Figure 2 represents the
different Impact Type required to be backed with the Level of Evidence for particular impact
type claimed. In the cases where the user feels that the existing SDGs targets and indicators
are not specific enough to cover any specific aspect important for fostering sustainable
development or lacking a systematized measure of progress considering the DI and SDGs,
the comment section and the additional indicator suggestion section in the Impact segment
provides the opportunity in the DAF to incorporate these vital information considering
specific context and end outcomes.

Figure 2. Legends of Impact Type required in the DAF backed with Levels of Evidence.

3.3.1. Impact Type

To incorporate the types of impact identified by the user for each SDG indicator, in the
DAF, we classified Impact types into the following five categories:
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(a) Synergy: implies that the DI impacts an SDG indicator in a synergistic manner. For
example, the DI supporting Indicator 9.c.1 (Proportion of population covered by a mobile
network, by technology) is likely to have a synergistic impact on the Indicator 17.8.1
(Proportion of individuals using the Internet).

(b) Ambivalent: implies that the DI impacts an SDG indicator in both a synergistic
and trade-off manner. For example, the impact of AI technology on indicator 9.4.1
(Carbon emission per unit of value-added): while AI itself is a heavy energy consumer,
on the one hand, it could also support in reducing the energy consumption if used
conscientiously in energy systems, on the other hand. Often, the lack of verifiable
information on the short- and projected medium-term impact is limited and suffers
from a lack of systematic and accurate measurements [83].

(c) Trade-off: implies that, while the DI under consideration directly advances, particu-
lar indicator(s) might hinder the progress of other indicators of SDGs. For example,
application of the DI for Indicator 3.8.1 (Coverage of essential health services) might
lead to hindrances for Indicator 8.4.1 (Material footprint, material footprint per capita,
and material footprint per GDP) or Indicator 7.3.1 (Energy intensity measured in terms of
primary energy and GDP) because of increasing demand by digital infrastructure.

(d) Uncertain: implies that, while the DI might lead to an impact on the indicator, it
is not ascertainable how and when (in the long term) there might be an impact.
This impact type is meant to cover the situations where the logical inferences direct
confidence on a particular type of impact, but evidence and rationale are not well
identified. The second reason for assigning an impact to this type is if there is
disagreement on the impact. Example, blockchain-based DI with demand–benefit
uncertainties associated with respect to energy and finance impacting various SDG
indicators related to climate change, energy demand, financial inclusiveness, and
sustainable consumption.

(e) Bi-directional: In contrast to the previous four impact types, which are unidirec-
tional (impact of the DI on indicators of SDGs), the bidirectional impact aims to
identify the bi-directional, i.e., they are not only impacting indicators, but reversely
they are (also) impacted by indicators. For example, the DI in smart grid systems
might have a bi-directional impact on Indicator 7.1.1 (Proportion of population with
access to electricity). However, for practical reasons, we will make one restriction
when identifying the purpose of the bi-directional impact type. We will typically
not include overarching aspects such as those related to peace, although they are
crucial for sustainable development and are bi-directional. Unless a DI is explicitly
related to peace or conflict issues, the importance of peace-related indicators is often
self-evident and to not add to the risk-benefit analysis of the intervention.

The aforementioned Impact types must be backed by evidence in the DAF for a com-
prehensive assessment. Figure 2 illustrates the different Impact Types, with the numbers
on the left representing different Levels of Evidence.

3.3.2. Levels of Evidence

We define three different Levels of Evidence to which impact on the indicators can be
assessed, depending on the purpose for which the DAF is utilized.

1. Opinion: refers to personal opinions or beliefs, based on personal knowledge, without
detailed investigation. While this level does not yet necessarily provide valid evidence,
it may provide the first mapping of opinions, perceptions, and assumptions as a
starting point but also collect relevant indicators, e.g., in a discussion group or a poll.

2. Reason: refers to judgment with a justification and, where appropriate, a discussion of
the underlying displaying assumptions. This may be a next step beyond the Opinion
level in a discussion group.

3. Literature backed: refers to literature and data-backed evidence from research, or
practitioner knowledge, published in accredited sources.
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It is encouraged that the user of the DAF provides evidence at Level 3 for legitimate
inferences, but Levels 1 and 2 may represent useful precursor steps. Particularly, executing
Level of Evidence 1 may reveal misperceptions. The DAF may also be used in an iterative
way, refining reason and opinion based on expert level consideration of certain impacts.
During the development process of the DAF, the elements of the DAF in each segment were
nested or simplified to capture the most relevant information and minimize the number of
inputs needed from the user. The refinement in the segments and their respective elements
were based on multiple discussions between authors and reiterations to ensure that each
element used in it enables the observation of critical aspects required to evaluate the impact
of the DI for SDGs.

The information in the Impact segment helps in generating an impact profile that
reflects on the following key questions:

1. What SDG indicator(s) are impacted by the DI? How?
2. How well is the DI aligned with the Agenda 2030?
3. What are the overall consequences of the DI for the SDGs as a whole, besides the

intended outcome?

Inspecting the DI in a particular context requires scrutiny and in-depth evaluation of
all SDGs indicators. Therefore, we encourage end-user to exercise the DAF in two phases:

• First Phase: identifying the relevant indicators, i.e., those indicators that logically be
impacted by the DI.

• Second Phase: assessing the impact type for each indicator on the preferred levels
of evidence.

To test the operationalization of the DAF, we use a custom-built excel sheet
(Supplementary File S1), which covers both phases. The procedure prescribed in the
scheme help in executing the DAF step by step. In the following section, we demon-
strate the operationalization of the DAF with the help of three test case studies.

4. Results—Test Case Studies

This section describes the results of the studies we have undertaken to show how to
operationalize the DAF in three different test case studies on the different levels of evidence
to elucidate the application of different categories of Impact Types and Levels of Evidence.

4.1. DAF Test Case 1: Spatial Optimization for Systematic Deployment of Citizen-Driven Air
Quality Monitoring Networks

According to WHO, around 92% of the world’s population lives in places where
air quality levels exceed prescribed limits [84]. In the recent pandemic, exposure to air
pollution was one of the significant contributors, leading to an increase in COVID-19
cases [85,86]. Generally, air pollution monitoring is performed by environmental or govern-
mental organizations using a network of fixed monitoring stations. With the significant
advancements in the DIs such as the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, edge
computing and machine learning, citizens and environmental agencies are exploring the
potential of citizen-driven air quality monitoring initiatives to enable high spatial resolution
and real-time data collection on air quality in the cities [87]. However, to better understand
the high-resolution spatial variability in air pollution in cities, data accuracy profoundly
depends on the location where the data is collected. Considering the importance of the
topic to public health globally, we use the work conducted by Gupta et al. [88] as a test
case to understand the potential implication of the intervention for the achievement of
SDGs. The method defined in this study supports identifying the “optimal” location in
the city of Münster (Germany) to place the optimal number of IoT devices for air quality
monitoring in a systematic manner for sustainable use of citizen’s effort and IoT devices for
air quality monitoring at the city level. The DI could directly support the progress toward
SDG indicators:
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• 3.9.1 Mortality rate attributed to household and ambient air pollution.
• 11.6.2 Annual mean levels of fine particulate matter (e.g., PM2.5 and PM10) in cities (popula-

tion weighted).

When analyzing the impact of the optimization method and IoT deployment using
the DAF, we found 14 synergies and 3 potential trade-offs. We have also identified 15
indicators that can be impacted, but these impacts are unclear yet and far-fetched (Level 1
Impact Type). Most of the Level 1 impact synergies between indicators are based on the
relationship rooted in the application of data gathered after the optimization method is
utilized. Impact was identified for indicators: 1.a.2 Proportion of total government spending on
essential services (education, health, and social protection) for planning purposes [89], exposure
assessment in the context of 3.1.1 Maternal mortality rate, 3.2.2 Neonatal mortality rate [90],
and 3.3.2 Tuberculosis incidence per 100,000 population [91]. An indirect relation was also
found between air pollution and lifestyle-related disease in indicator 3.4.1 Mortality rate at-
tributed to cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes or chronic respiratory disease [92]. Furthermore,
increased access to high-resolution air quality data can empower medical research and
health sectors, indicator (3.b.2) air pollution impacts development and growth in several
forms [93]. Access to high-resolution data can decrease the impact of child physical and
psychosocial development (4.2.1) along with the long-term impact on water bodies with
ambient air quality (Indicator 6.3.2) [94,95]. The motive of the approach to also foster citizen
participation in data collection enables many synergies, including indicator 11.3.2 Proportion
of cities with direct participation structure of civil society in urban planning and management [96],
supporting education for sustainable development (Indicator 12.8.1). Active involvement
of citizens could lead to improved population satisfaction with their experience of public
services (Indicator 16.6.2) and population who believe that decision-making is inclusive
and responsive.

Trade-offs were found with indicators linked to increased energy share in the total
final energy consumption (Indicator 7.2.1) [97], impact on the energy intensity of primary energy
and GDP (Indicator 7.3.1) [97], increase in material footprint (Indicator 8.4.1), and impact on
domestic material consumption (Indicator 8.4.2) due to increasing demand of infrastructure
for air quality data collection [98]. The bi-directional impact was also identified between
Indicator 7.1.1 Proportion of population with access to electricity and the DIs. To install sensors
for air quality measurement based on optimization method outcome, the population in
the city needs to have access to electricity. The uncertain impacts include indicator 9.1.1
Proportion of the rural population who live within 2 km of an all-season road as the optimization
method uses road information data for assessing air quality, 9.1.2 Passenger and freight volumes as
transportation is one of the significant contributors of air pollution, 9.3.1 Proportion of small-scale
industries in total industry value-added as the industry also contributes to the air pollution, and
9.4.1 CO2 emission per unit of value-added may get impacted because of access to information about
air quality burden it might create. Privacy issues are also not sufficiently covered by any of the
SDG targets and associated indicators unless it leads to unjust and discriminatory outcomes
and practices. We also identified the need for additional indicators to handle privacy and
cybersecurity concerns while addressing sustainability with the DIs. Table 1 and Figure 3
summarize the results of test case 1. More detailed information of impact assessment for
each indicator and associated comments can be assessed from the Supplementary File S2.
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Figure 3. Filled DAF with all essential information concerning test case 1.

Table 1. The reference to publications where the Impact Type has been treated on Level of Evidence
“Literature Backed” and the reasoning for Levels of Evidence “Reason” and “Opinion” for test case
study 1 can be found in the Supplementary File S2.

DAF Test Case 1

Impact Type Indicators

Synergy 1.a.2 [89], 3.1.1 [90], 3.2.2 [90], 3.3.2 [91], 3.4.1 [92], 3.9.1 [93], 3.b.2 [93], 4.2.1, 4.4.1,
6.3.2 [94,95], 11.3.2 [96], 11.6.2 [88], 12.8.1, 16.6.1, 16.7.1

Ambivalent NA

Trade-offs 7.2.1 [97], 7.3.1 [97], 8.4.1 [98], 8.4.2 [98]

Uncertain 9.1.1, 9.1.2, 9.3.1, 9.4.1, 12.2.1, 12.2.2, 12.b.1, 13.2.1, 14.1.1, 14.3.1, 15.1.2, 15.4.1,
15.5.1, 17.8.1, 17.9.1

Bi-Directional 7.1.1

4.2. DAF Test Case 2: Blockchain for Healthcare Service Delivery

Telehealth and telemedicine systems are supportive in remote healthcare services
delivery, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic [99]. However, these systems are gen-
erally centralized and limited in providing necessary data security, integrity, transparency,
preventing health records immutability, and traceability for fraud detection concerning
insurance [100–102]. Blockchain is considered suitable for transactions with a limited
digital footprint (decreased disclosure of sensitive digital data) alongside transparency and
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immutability [103], and thus can satisfy the requirements of telehealth and telemedicine
service delivery. Considering the increasing attention given to the blockchain in health care,
we analyze the DI within the DAF.

The blockchain technology for healthcare delivery could help directly promote the
progress towards SDG indicators:

• 3.8.1 Coverage of essential health services.
• 3.b.1 Proportion of the target population covered by all vaccines included in their national pro-

gramme.
• 3.b.3 Proportion of health facilities that have a core set of relevant essential medicines available

and affordable on a sustainable basis.

With the help of the DAF, we identified 16 possible synergies and 10 trade-offs. Five
bi-directional and 11 uncertain impacts were further identified. Many of the synergies
are attributed to increased access to the healthcare services and related infrastructure,
such as increased access remotely in a privacy-preserving manner along with decreased
digital footprint (by facilitating models that allow for minimal disclosure of sensitive digital
data), which can lead to decreasing 3.1.1 Maternal mortality ratio, 3.2.1 Under-5 mortality
rate, 3.4.1 Mortality rate attributed to cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes or chronic respiratory
disease, and 3.4.2 Suicide mortality rate [104–107]. Increased trust in the system enabled by
blockchain can also support in progressing 5.6.1 Proportion of women aged 15–49 years who
make their own informed decisions regarding sexual relations, contraceptive use, and reproductive
health care, 5.6.2 Number of countries with laws and regulations that guarantee full and equal access
to women and men aged 15 years and older to sexual and reproductive health care, information and
education, and 8.5.1 Average hourly earnings of employees, by sex, age, occupation and persons
with disabilities, which can facilitate resources availability to strengthen statistical capacity
in developing countries (17.19.1).

Likewise, possible trade-offs identified are related to the increased energy consump-
tion (7.2.1, 7.3.1) and infrastructure requirements (12.2.1, 12.2.2) [108,109], resulting in
environmental impacts (8.4.1, 8.4.2, 9.4.1, 13.2.2) and social impacts such as the digital
divide (4.2.2). Further, the uncertain aspects mainly were identified for subsequent access
to basic facilities and further resources other than healthcare (1.3.1,1.4.1,1.a.2,1.b.1, 5.b.1,
6.1.1,16.6.2,16.9.1) that the integrated approach of blockchain can empower [110]. The use
of a blockchain system can not only support local-level healthcare access but can also boost
the progress toward national and international cooperation and access to resources (17.14.1).
However, information stored on the blockchain might be in conflict with General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) policies (see [111]) as distributed databases hampers the
allocation of responsibility and accountability, limits modification in data to comply with
legal requirements, and the right to erase personal data [112–114]. This will negatively im-
pact progress related to inclusiveness in decision making, adopting frameworks, tools, and
services governing public access to the information relevant for indicators 16.7.2, 16.10.2,
17.15.1. Bi-directional impacts were linked to the available digital infrastructure (17.6.1,
17.8.1, 7.1.1) and policy frameworks to utilize the technology appropriately (9.a.1). Figure 4
presents the overall DAF populated with impacts identified considering the specific appli-
cation and context of blockchain as a technology for SDGs. As can be seen from the figure,
the advantage of the blockchain to decrease the digital footprint comes with a trade-off of a
large ecological footprint. We also identified the lack of indicators that can concretely cover
the aspect of the digital divide, ethical concerns such as respect to traditional belief while
using technologies, as well as respect to cultural diversity, as commented in the impact
segment. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 4. Additional information can
be found in the Supplementary File S3.
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Figure 4. Filled DAF with all essential information concerning test case 2.

Table 2. The reference to publications where the Impact Type has been treated on Level of Evidence
“Literature Backed” and the reasoning for Levels of Evidence “Reason” and “Opinion” for test case
study 2 can be found in the Supplementary File S3.

DAF Test Case 2

Impact Type Indicators

Synergy 3.1.1 [104], 3.2.1 [105], 3.4.1 [106], 3.4.2 [107], 5.6.1, 5.6.2, 8.5.1, 17.19.1

Ambivalent NA

Trade-offs 7.2.1 [108], 7.3.1 [108], 12.2.1 [109], 12.2.2 [109], 16.10.2 [112,114], 16.7.2 [112],
17.15.1

Uncertain 1.3.1, 1.4.1, 1.a.2, 1.b.1, 5.b.1, 6.1.1, 16.6.2, 16.9.1 [110], 17.14.1

Bi-Directional 9.a.1, 17.6.1, 17.8.1, 7.1.1

4.3. DAF Test Case 3: Machine Learning for Analysis of Satellite-Based Images for Disaster
Risk Management

Machine learning (ML) is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI), but the two terms
are sometimes used interchangeably. ML algorithms are machine programs that learn to
perform particular tasks using a specific form of data inputs and rule sets. Disaster risk
management and planning system relies on many different data sources and types for mod-
eling. The application of ML approaches, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), support
vector machines (SVM), and random forest (RF), and different deep-learning convolution
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neural networks (CNNs) on satellite images for disaster risk management and planning
is growing [115]. Regardless of the relevance of these methodological and technological
advancements, little is known yet about their potential to support the achievement of
Agenda 2030 as a whole. To holistically scrutinize their impact, we have considered a
test case of ML on satellite images for disaster risk management and planning to explore
potential impacts on SDGs with the help of the DAF. The machine learning method for
disaster risk management and planning aims to directly support the progress of:

• 13.1.1/1.5.1 Number of deaths, missing persons and directly affected persons attributed to
disasters per 100,000 population.

While the ML approach directly supports the above-listed indicator, we identified
possible 25 indicators with synergies and 7 trade-offs with the DAF procedure. Many of
the synergies are based on the notion that the various environmental factors considered in
the disaster planning and management processes can lead to benefits for environmental
indicators. Satellite image analysis include identification of land use change, type, and
potential population at risk which could support in indicators: 2.1.2 Prevalence of moderate or
severe food insecurity in the population, based on the Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES) [116],
6.3.2 Proportion of bodies of water with good ambient water quality, 6.4.2 Level of water stress:
freshwater withdrawal as a proportion of available freshwater resources [117], 9.1.1 Proportion of the
rural population who live within 2 km of an all-season road, 11.1.1 Proportion of urban population
living in slums, informal settlements or inadequate housing [118], 11.3.1 Ratio of land consumption
rate to population growth rate, 11.5.2 Direct economic loss in relation to global GDP, damage to
critical infrastructure and number of disruptions to essential services, attributed to disasters, 11.7.1
Average share of the built-up area of cities that is open space for public use for all, by sex, age and
persons with disabilities, 15.1.1 Forest area as a proportion of total land area, 15.1.2 Proportion
of important sites for terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity that are covered by protected areas,
by ecosystem type, 15.2.1 Progress towards sustainable forest management, 15.3.1 Proportion of
land that is degraded over total land area, and 15.4.1 Coverage by protected areas of important
sites for mountain biodiversity. Altogether, the advantages of the technology contribute in
encouraging progress for 13.1.3 Proportion of local governments that adopt and implement local
disaster risk reduction strategies in line with national disaster risk reduction strategies.

Significant trade-offs are identified with indicators 7.3.1 Energy intensity measured in
terms of primary energy and GDP, 8.4.1/12.2.1 Material footprint, material footprint per capita,
and material footprint per GDP, 8.4.2/12.2.2 Domestic material consumption, domestic material
consumption per capita, and domestic material consumption per GDP, and 9.4.1 CO2 emission
per unit of value-added [119]. These trade-offs could be attributed to the energy demand
and digital infrastructure required to train and implement the model. Uncertain impacts
such as 1.1.1 Proportion of the population living below the international poverty line by sex, age,
employment status and geographic location (urban/rural), 1.4.1 Proportion of population living in
households with access to basic services, 5.a.1 (a) Proportion of total agricultural population with
ownership or secure rights over agricultural land, by sex; and (b) share of women among owners or
rights-bearers of agricultural land, by type of tenure, 6.3.1 Proportion of domestic and industrial
wastewater flows safely treated, 6.5.1 Degree of integrated water resources management, and 12.a.1
Installed renewable energy-generating capacity in developing countries (in watts per capita) could
be benefited with the same technology if integrated processes are used in the long term.
Bi-directional impacts on indicators such as 13.1.3 Proportion of local governments that adopt
and implement local disaster risk reduction strategies in line with national disaster risk reduction
strategies and 13.2.1 Number of countries with nationally determined contributions, long-term
strategies, national adaptation plans, and adaptation communications, as reported to the secretariat
of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change are identified based on mutual
benefits it provided to each other for sustainable development. Concern regarding remote
sensing based privacy breaches as well as data divide are also not significantly covered in
SDGs but might be covered when such issues lead to a lack of justice and accountability. The
outcome of this test case study also indicates the need for additional indicators to address
privacy concerns related to the DI, such as remote sensing. The additional indicator which
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considers the digital footprint and underlying anonymity measure (or digital security)
could be useful. Table 3 and Figure 5 summarize the results; additional information can be
found in the Supplementary File S4.

Figure 5. Filled DAF with all essential information concerning test case 3.

Table 3. The reference to publications where the Impact Type has been treated on Level of Evidence
“Literature Backed” and the reasoning for Levels of Evidence “Reason” and “Opinion” for test case
study 3 can be found in the Supplementary File S4.

DAF Test Case 3

Impact Type Indicators

Synergy 2.1.2 [116], 6.3.2 [117], 6.4.2 [117], 9.1.1, 11.1.1 [118], 11.3.1, 11.5.2, 11.7.1, 15.1.1,
15.1.2, 15.2.1, 15.3.1, 15.4.1

Ambivalent NA

Trade-offs 7.3.1, 8.4.1/12.2.1, 8.4.2/12.2.2, 9.4.1 [119]

Uncertain 1.1.1, 1.4.1, 5.a.1, 6.3.1, 6.5.1, 12.a.1

Bi-Directional 13.1.3, 13.2.1,

The results of the three test case studies clearly demonstrate how the DAF adds value to
our current knowledge on the DIs’ impact on SDG. It helps to identify the potential diverse
impacts of the DIs beyond the well-known synergies and trade-offs in SDGs. For test case
study 1, where the focus of DI is on indicators of target 3.9 and 11.6, Anderson et al. [120]
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reported synergies with targets 3.2, 3.3, 7.1, 15.1, 15.4, and 17.8, and trade-offs between
indicators of 16.8, 10.6, 15.5 and target 11.6. Interestingly, the DAF acknowledges all the
above interactions but also identifies several interactions beyond what is reported in recent
literature. Likewise, for test case study 2, where the DI is targeted on the indicators of
Target 3.8 and 3.b, Anderson et al. [120] reported trade-offs between target 3.b, 10.6, and
16.8 and synergy between 10.6, 16.8, and 15.5. Moreover, in test case study 3, where the DI
addresses Target 13.1 and 1.5, synergies are reported with 11.5.

Overall, the results of the test case studies demonstrate that not only does the DAF
identify DI impacts within the well-known synergies and trade-offs amid SDGs, but it also
goes beyond existing knowledge by identifying casual pathways of linkages with far more
interactions that are yet to be explored. Consequently, the proposed framework extends
our understanding of the impact of the DIs on sustainable development beyond the current
status quo.

5. Discussion

This study proposed a context inclusive and actor-specific framework for evaluating
the practical impacts of the DIs and the cascading effect it may have on the synergy
and trade-offs across the entire SDGs. The DAF approach draws from the Theory of
Change (ToC) concepts. We adopted ToC schemes in the three DAF segments: Digitalization
Intervention, Purpose, and Impact. Each segment of the DAF is dedicated to capturing specific
practical information supportive of concealing the crucial information about the DIs’ impact
on SDGs, such as the actors involved, the target group, the context in which intervention is
planned, the specific aim of the planned intervention, and the overall impact of intervention
across all the SDG indicators. The exercise helps identify the impact digitalization may
have considering the multifaceted interlinks between SDG indicators that may appear due
to a particular context while using a particular DI. The DAF then supports developing the
impact profile of the DI considering all the SDG indicators. Anderson et al. [120] recently
reported the systems model based on the outcomes of past systemic interactions among
SDG indicators spatiotemporally (across countries and years aggregated) at the global
level. They identified levers and hurdles based on the current development trends. The
outcomes from their study do not claim identified connections as “causal” but rather a
methodological attempt in approaching causality. Based on statistical analysis and expert
assessment, they applied systems modeling to explore the influence of levers and hurdles
in achieving the SDGs. In our analysis, we used their SDG interaction data to compare the
casual linkages identified by the DAF.

Different Impact Type and Levels of Evidence are incorporated in the DAF to help inte-
grate multifaceted information and for adjusting potential biases, which may arise because
of fragmented evidence and knowledge gaps in the literature. Level of Evidence 1 supports
capturing the opinions to incorporate logical relations if the user believes it to be true.
In Level 2, the user is expected to go further from their hypothesis in Level 1 with more
concrete evidence, which may exist but are fragmented in literature. These first two Levels
of Evidence guide the user first to integrate their hypothesis in the DAF, which can act as
a precursor for the successive iterations. The DAF encourages the users to eventually fill
the evidence at Level 3 so that the final outcome is less subjective and well-grounded in
scientific evidence, where possible. In the cases where the user finds it challenging to
reach Level of Evidence 3, the knowledge at Level 1 and Level 2 might act as gap identi-
fiers, evidencing the need to further research for sustainable development through novel
science-based methodologies with complexities across contexts and actors [121]. Proper
grounding in reality with evidence will also ensure that the DAF outcomes are usable or
doable, meaning that the intervention, actors, and context necessary for identifying impacts
are explicitly identified for aligning the DIs for sustainable development [122]. As reflected
in Section 3, the DAF can also be designated as an iterative process, intended to be an
evolving tool, with a set of evidence-backed theories relevant to a specific context that
could be articulated, tested, and improved over time [74]. In this sense, the DAF supports
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in realizing the impacts not only by initial articulation but also as a lesson for long-term
planning and practices. The DAF can also aid in understanding whether the new DIs can be
transferred across the regions, especially taking into consideration the diverse requirements
of each region’s development processes.

The test case studies discussed in this paper showcase how the DAF helps identify
potential risks, unintended consequences, and identification of potential missed oppor-
tunities by using digitalization. The framework presents an integrative approach along
with the evidence-based one since both are crucial because finding concrete evidence for
all the potential long and short-term impacts related to the DIs across all the indicators of
SDGs is challenging. As can be identified from three different test case studies, the DAF
also helps expand the sectorial and isolated goal level approaches existing in literature
(Gupta et al. [8], Vinuesa et al. [12]) by recognizing the DIs’ role in a certain context and the
overarching effects on the SDG framework as a whole. The DAF also supports factoring in
the indirect and uncertain impacts of the DIs for SDGs, which could help avoid uncritical
optimism or systematic pessimism by accounting for all the indicators of SDGs while
reiterating the DAF in different phases grounded in a particular context. Anticipating the
role of the DI in context also supports comprehending that technological intervention is just
part of a more extensive configuration and utilizing that may have closely tied trade-offs to
other SDGs indicators and beyond, encouraging mindfulness. The DAF is designed to be
improved further in future work with other actors as applied to various DIs.

The impact profile generated by filling potential impacts on all the SDG indicators for
the three test case studies suggests that each of them have some aspect aligned in synergy
(in Green), whereas some are not yet known to be aligned (in Yellow, Gray, and Blue) and
some are trade-offs in their alignment (in Red). These colorful contrasting impacts suggest
the need to balance them for sustainable development. The DAF supports revealing these
contrasting impacts more systematically. Impact profiles of the three distinct DIs also
provide fine-grained insights about diverse impacts on some SDGs over others. Test case 1
impact profile highlights more trade-offs for SDG 7 and 8, whereas in test case 2, the trade-
offs increased for more SDGs such as in 9, 11, 12, and 13, and in test case 3, the trade-offs
are approximately close to that of test case 2 but the increased synergies compared to test
case 2 with a higher level of evidence reflect the balancing impact. Although the contexts
for the three case studies and their purposes are different, the comparison above reflects
the benefit the DAF provides to uncover these complex and diverse effects that need to be
regarded for sustainable development.

Overall, the DAF makes it possible to systematically gather the fragmented scientific
knowledge using the practical theories and knowledge to assess the vital gaps and collab-
orations required for fostering Agenda 2030 and beyond. For example, considering test
case 2, we were able to identify potential trade-offs in Indicator 4.2.2, which could lead to a
social divide; however, if utilized mindfully in collaboration with partners fostering digital
learning, the trade-offs can serve as synergy and could support in the progress of many
other indicators from Goal 3, 1, and 11 by encouraging participation and inclusiveness.
We want to highlight that the DAF also helps identify aspects that are not covered by the
SDG indicator (see, e.g., test cases 1 and 3 about privacy and cybersecurity), which may
hint where a possible Post-Agenda 2030 might need to be extended. Some of the findings
in the test cases have already been well known. For example, the recent studies prove
how the DI paradigms, predominantly Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, are crucial
for advancing the progress of SDGs [12,123,124]. However, the DAF makes it possible
to systematically use the fragmented scientific literature, identify the crucial gaps, and
observe potential collaborations required for fostering Agenda 2030 and beyond, compre-
hending tensions across space and time. Digitalization should be mindfully harnessed to
monitor and achieve progress, then augment and scale up for releasing the full potential
for sustainable development. Given the exceptional prospects that digitalization brings
for progressing SDGs, the DAF serves as a novel analytical tool to explore the role of the
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DIs by facilitating further assessments, supporting to cope with uncertainties, and context
inclusive systemic actions.

It is important to note that we recognize that the DAF presented here has limitations,
particularly in incorporating the highly complex interpretations, multidimensional nature,
tensions among goals, and various assumptions about the impact of the DI on SDGs in the
DAF and the degree of subjectivity it may carry. Nonetheless, incorporating the evidence
within the DAF at Level of Evidence 3 as much as possible can minimize such limitations.
Further limitations exist due to the inherent limits of the Agenda 2030 in its localization
for specific contexts because of the heterogeneity due to political, societal, and economic
structures that require reorientation for encouraging mindful digitalization for sustainable
development [64,125]. Finally, we remark that the context and the stakeholder structures
can be explored in more detail than we did in the three test case studies, which was not
a primary goal of this research. This paper aims to provide a thorough description of the
principles of the DAF and its significance for the digitainability assessment. Future work
could also incorporate diverse actors and target groups, particularly those with contrasting
contexts and interventions, to further knowledge generation towards inclusive action
for sustainability.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

The goal of the DAF introduced in this article is to provide a systematic assessment
of the impacts and potential, but also possible trade-offs of digitalization on sustainable
development (the “digitainability”). The DAF should make it possible to provide a common
umbrella for various partial and sectorial approaches in the literature by relating the analy-
sis to the widely accepted SDG indicator framework. The DAF serves as a starting point for
realizing the mindful choices considering the synergy, trade-offs, and critical aspects of the
DIs for SDGs as a whole. The context-inclusive nature of the framework helps assess the im-
pacts the DIs offers for SDGs at the indicator level considering local to global contemplation,
assisting in a more targeted analysis of the impact DIs may have on critical interlinkages
of SDGs. The DAF supports the step-by-step impact assessment of the DI across all SDG
indicators and beyond, fostering evaluation across a broad spectrum of aspects such as
ethics, environment, economy, and society in the digital age. Considering the emerging
discussions on sustainability in the digital age, the outcome of the present study serves as
an important means for key stakeholders to mindfully articulate, collaborate, and deliver
the systems change required to harness the opportunities offered by digitalization for
sustainable development. It offers stakeholders a strategic tool for spotting the potential op-
portunities and risks while maintaining its responsibility for sustainable development. The
integration of practical insights with a theoretical outlook helps predict the future, which is
not accurate science. The DAF could help in identifying potential pathways through the
complex digitalization–sustainability practices. The framework also helps identify traits
that are not covered by the current indicator framework of Agenda 2030 for enriching the
discussion about the mindful use of digitalization for future sustainable development in
the digital age. Beyond that, to enhance the perceived link between digitalization and
sustainable development, the DAF guides in gathering crucial scientific pieces of evidence
about how various actors and stakeholders can undertake effort mindfully. Altogether,
the DAF helps in identifying the gaps and asking the right question, pinpointing potential
impacts digitalization may have to shape the future more sustainably.

Future work will focus on automating some of the DAF procedures with the help of
machine learning approaches, including topic-modeling and automatic text extraction, that
have helped investigate the critical topics in a set of documents, such as articles published
in academic journals, political texts, and in data-driven journalism [126,127]. Automating
the topic extraction process in the future might support decreasing subjectivity biases and
enhance re-iteration of the evidence analysis. In the long run, particularly in a context where
literature on the DIs for SDGs is growing, the automated process might allow assessing
key considerations and criteria from diverse domains simultaneously. However, it will be
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important to consider that the automated processes should be grounded in the context of
the intervention and the role of the actors in the process. The scope of the DAF presented
in this paper is to stimulate the assessment of the impact of DI on sustainable development,
devising methodological agenda dedicated to evaluating the technical improvements
required in the DI for being aligned with SDG indicators. Future empirical studies could
utilize approaches such as design science research methodology [59] for going a step ahead
and developing systematic evaluation frameworks for the improvement of DIs.The problem-
solving paradigm of design science research inculcates the application of crucial dimensions
discussed in this paper, such as context and stakeholders within design theories to realize
the innovative artifacts for addressing real-world problems [128], offering guidelines for
evaluation and iteration to improve the DIs for sustainable development.
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